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ATTEMPT TO BE ADEQUATE TO THE EXPERIENCE OF 
LOVING AN ANIMAL

So, given the question, “did dogs have a Renaissance?” the answer is clearly no; dogs 
did not partake of the intellectual debates which define the period, nor did they have 
the concept of historical periodization. 
     —Nigel Rothfels, Representing Animals

When I saw the small goat attempt to walk, but stumble, then find 
his footing, leaning his head against another goat, 
then turn his head back over his shoulder to look at me, then nuzzle 
an udder, then let his ears fall over his face, as if playing shy,

I wanted to be able to write. 

I wanted to write a poem, even, 

about the way people who love animals, 
including and perhaps especially me, 
including and perhaps especially goats, feel 

when they didn’t know they were going to see animals, 
but, suddenly, they do.

It feels, I tried to dictate into my phone, the way I imagine it feels 
when you, at once, believe in God and believe that She has blessed you.

But this is not sufficient.  

The internet does a better job of documenting 
the way we feel when something soft, especially 
a mammal, is very cute, than poetry does. 
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Not just the internet: 
—children do this better than poetry does

(factoring in that children and poets are overlapping sets);
—children’s poetry, for example, knows that it should be about animals 

more often than adults’ poetry does, 
—and maybe photographs do it better as well, although they can get a 

little too serious 
(the experience of seeing a goat doesn’t have much to do with 
framing, although lighting can make their fur pop); 

—they document, at the very least, the fact that you were so moved by 
the animal that you wanted to share with someone else the way you 
felt when you saw it;

—non-human animals also do this better, as they respond to the appeals 
of other animals by smelling, fighting, pawing, kissing, hunting, sing-
ing, jumping, or otherwise letting response itself take priority over 
their ability to share this response with someone else, convincingly;

—even fiction documents animals better than poetry does, in that ani-
mals more often get to represent animals, rather than standing in for 
non-animal experiences or feelings, 

(even if, while serving as a narrative dog, the dog has a non-dog 
allegorical function). 

It’s not true that I didn’t know I was going to see the goat, though. 

I had walked down to the fence to see this specific kid, in fact, 
but instead, I found two big donkeys 

there; when I had walked down yesterday the donkeys weren’t 
there; they must have been hiding from the rain. 

So I was in fact heartbroken by the surprise of the donkeys. 

They were not the baby goat, though
they moved to reveal the goat 

I had come looking for, which made me smile, and when I sat down to try to 
write, inside, I lied, I said I didn’t know I would see a goat, because I had decid-
ed that, according to the poem, the feeling I had for the goat was predicated 
on not expecting to see one before it came into view, because that was the 
feeling I had had last night, the point at which I didn’t know I would see one, 

rather, the point when I first saw the goat—surprise came earlier.

I felt surprise when I read that the place I was headed had “farm animals,” 
and I hoped that among them were baby goats, 
but I thought January would be an inappropriate time
for a goat to be a baby. 

If you were wondering, January turns out to be a very likely time for baby 
goats: 

I have seen at least six. 

I would have seen eight, but two of them were lost to the winter. 

I insisted on feeding the mother who had lost two kids 
extra carrots, because I interpreted her lesser willingness to fight 
for baby carrots evidence she was mourning,
although I do not know. 

The unneeded milk hanging heavy from her udders is a certain kind of 
mourning.

A poem to capture the feeling of reading a pdf 
that informs you there’s a chance you will soon see 
the absence of a baby goat in a field where its mother
might or might not be aware of its absence. 

I texted someone to ask them if they had any fave books/
movies that were love letters to animals.
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Either this could help me write the poem, I thought, or it could lead some-
one to try to impress me, 

a feeling akin to love in the way 
reading about an animal is akin. 

They said Au hasard Balthazar, a movie 
I have texted them about a lot, which gave the impression they were avoid-

ing the question

 —and, I thought, it should be obvious to them I was thinking of this 
movie, since I was staring at two big donkeys when I texted, 

—who, by the way, have very big mouths, lips so big you must get your 
fingers between them to make sure the baby carrots don’t fall out, even 
though this risks getting your fingers between the teeth, which seem 
very strong, 

—although they might not be strong, as another pdf informs me that 
“dental disease is second only to hoof problems as the most common 
medical condition of the donkey”

—“donkeys have a finite amount of tooth available”
and it is hard, after having seen this movie, to look at the hide of a 
donkey 

—without seeing it as if through the lenses of love, torture, and/or Bres-
son’s camera. 

I was annoyed, but unfairly: I hadn’t texted them a picture of the donkeys, 
but of the goats.

[interlude in which a series of memes representing the cuteness of goats signals that 
this is about the use of memes in the poem and not about the goats themselves.]

[interlude in which I show Shiv a video of goats calmly balancing on a teeter totter 
and he insists they are CGI, revealing that neither of us can distinguish a real goat 
from a fake.]

[interlude in which an analysis of the material costs of Au hasard Balthazar’s 
production attempts to measure what resources might be needed to write a love 
letter to the goats.]
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I expected to see cows, but they are further away in the distance than the 
donkeys, goats, and horses. 

Closer to me are the photos of cows in Lydia Davis’ The Cows, which is 
among the most mysterious stories I have read. 

—I believe it to be a religious text, in the sense that I believe calming 
down when looking at the face of an animal is religious.   

Reading Rancière is not religious. But he says 

—Bresson looks at the donkey in Au hasard Balthazar in the same way 
that

—Flaubert looks at shit in Madame Bovary (he says something more 
complicated than this, I know, but he also says this), and 

—Madame Bovary was best translated into English by Lydia Davis, 
author of the mysterious The Cows, so perhaps she draws on some 
way of 

—Flaubert’s looking, to look at the cows as 
—Bresson looked at a donkey, but I think
—her style draws on her translations of Flaubert’s correspondence more 

than of his fiction; she does not write like Flaubert, except perhaps in 
terms of a shared attention to diction; so

—she would look at the cows the way Flaubert looks
—at the blank page: Davis reads F.’s letters “to know him better and to 

hear him grumble, usually, about Madame Bovary and the experience 
of writing it” 

—I also ask this of the cow in front of me, as I have by now walked over.

I am scared of him. It is very stupid that 

I am scared of him. I realize now that he is 

a bull, because I text 

“look at this cow” to someone, who responds,
 “with horns!” 

I was walking home the weekend before Christmas in a little bit of a sad 
state. 

I had just purchased a very ugly single pearl earring as a Christmas present 
for a man who had said he wanted a pearl stud; 

—knowing that he would in fact be unhappy to receive a Christmas 
present from me, I could not buy him an expensive one, so when I 
found a $5 earring, I thought, 

—“this will do, I can honestly present this as not a gift, it’s too shitty to 
be a gift, but it also shows that I remember a wish he once expressed, 
which is a sign of love, I’d like to give that and not a Christmas present,

—‘I will buy this earring.’”
—They didn’t let me buy just one. I thought “maybe I’ll wear the other 

one, like we are 10 year old bffs,” 
—but the earring was honestly too shitty for me to wear. 
—He was holding my cat, whose evil is proportionate to his perfection, 

days later, when I said, “oh, I found this cheap earring & remembered 
you said you wanted a big pearl. It’s obviously fake but it might look 
great on you.” 

—He said it was too big and refused to try it on.
—The earring remained on the bedside table until he left in the morn-

ing, when I moved it to where I keep my other unappealing jewelry. 

I ran into a friend who is a poet, on this walk. 

She asked me why I was walking 

that neighborhood, and rather than explain 
the earring or the man, I explained that I had just finished 
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reading a very good book at the coffee shop, 
Cervantes’ novella The Dialogue of the Dogs. 

I offered her the book: 
—you should read it, I said, two dogs discuss philosophy, and the human 

narrator who frames the story where the dogs talk tries to “prove” to 
his interlocutor that the dogs talked, that he isn’t lying, because, he 
says, the dogs speak so much more intelligently than he can—he must 
just be reporting overheard speech. 

—The dogs proceed to show all that is horrible about the organization 
of human society. 

The poet responded by referring to the people in graduate school who do 
animal studies, how she likes many of the texts but never quite understood 
it as a discipline. 

We talked about how it’s weird to read 

The Animal That Therefore I Am with graduate students, because they read it 

as if it is an authoritative text on the human/animal divide, 
rather than a cute first-person account of one philosopher 
who is strangely embarrassed by his cat seeing him naked.  

(I am a very embarrassed person who hates her body and talks to her cat, and 
my only concern when I am naked with him is the fear he will claw off my 
nipples.) 

When you say that you are writing a poem that will attempt to be adequate 
to your feeling of loving animals,  
and when you run in a certain academic circle, 
many people mention The Animal That Therefore I Am. 
If I had not left my hometown it is less likely 

that anyone would tell me to read TATTIA, 
though it is likely I would still be making this attempt. 

—Brian tells me that his cat refuses to look at his dick and that
—cats are very different from each other and some of them won’t look 

at you when you’re naked at all; 
—“Derrida’s wrong,” he ends. 

“Once, at a graduate school party,” I told the poet,
—this was a Halloween party in which I was dressed as a leopard, fwiw, 
—I was telling a man about my dream of opening an animal sanctuary 

that would also be an artists’ residency/living space for people other 
than cis men to hang out with cats, write, and otherwise recover from 
the various traumas of their lives before and after the sanctuary. 

—The man, a scholar of animal studies, pressed me on whether I would 
allow tomcats at the sanctuary, given the gender restrictions on human 
residents. 

I said yes. 
leading to a very long, drunk argument in which I confessed my belief 
in the functionality of the human/animal divide. 

I told this story to the poet on the street at great length, the earrings in my 
bag, while distracted by thoughts about what a bad omen this already-failed 
giving was of my certain coming heartbreak—I was not thinking at all about 
the story I was telling. 

I presented, nonetheless, large examples of my argument for a functional, if 
not real, difference between “humans” and “animals,” alongside my apologies 
for the examples’ problems. 

For a moment I was pleased
—that neither of us were graduate students anymore and that 
—both of us were standing on the street talking about whether animals 
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exist, and
—coming to the agreeable conclusion that they do. 

I pressed the book into her hand. 
She put it inside her bag of falafel. 

Some believe that refusing to eat animals expresses love.

Others pray, lovingly, to or in thanks of the animals they eat. 

Still others refuse to prioritize the lives of animals 
who die for meat over the lives of the humans 
who die for richer people’s vegetables, 
meats, fashions, medicine, devices, manicures, etc. 

Some in this latter group make an effort 
to modify their behavior to minimize harm 
to animals of all kinds, without making an effort 
to modify the broader world. 

Some in this latter group make an effort
to dispel the myth that individual consumer choice
is an effective way to modify the world even
when it feels like the only kind of choice 
this especially shit world affords us. 

Others work on the world itself: not to modify it, but to destroy it. 

Some stop there. Others, to build a new one. 

Still others throw up their hands. 

Many, across these and other subgroups, carry on: a difficult to determine 
number of them have watched, 1,224,593 times, a looping clip of an otter 

“dancing” between a rock and a branch in an artificial environment designed 
to imitate nature, with a slightly longer clip of Outkast’s “Hey Ya” playing 
over the loop. 

Initially, the otter has a single paw on the rock ledge in its enclosure, the 
other paw reaching up to a tilted branch. 

As the dance begins, it repositions 
its hands (“Hands that can grasp, eyes
that can dilate, hair that can rise
if it must”) to control its movement: first, 
putting its weight on its left paw (the “branch” 
arm), then putting both paws on 
the branch, then moving to put both paws back
on the rock, all the while gyrating 
in a way that resembles human humping.  

24 people, a relatively homogenous set, at least considering their shared habit 
of engaging actively with content on the Washington Post’s website, comment 
on an article about Khanzir, the only pig living in Afghanistan, after his mate 
and children were murdered by a bear at their shared zoo. 

The comments range from Islamophobic “jokes,” 
to those praising the zoo for caring for an “innocent creature of God,” 
to those taking the opportunity to argue on atheism’s behalf against all  
religions, 
to those noting that pictures of Khanzir indicate that he’s in great pain 
because no one is trimming his toes, 
to those admitting as counterevidence the lives of wild Afghani boars. 
The jokes rely, unsurprisingly, on either the animalization of people or the 
personification of animals.  

Animalization, according to Neel Ahuja, “involves contextual comparisons 
between animals (as laborers, food, ‘pests,’ or ‘wildlife’) 
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Todd Haynes makes the relationship between fur and lesbian
desire stronger—Carol’s coat is a main character, albeit one 
with an unreliable actor: pieced together from scraps
of vintage coats to produce the color that costume designer Sandy Powell
wanted, “the coat itself fell apart every single day,” forcing 
an assistant to spend “her entire lunch time repairing it.”

Highsmith had the kind of life think pieces love to summarize: 

“She was a smoker and an alcoholic, a bisexual who never stayed in a 
long-term relationship, and supposedly, a cruel misanthrope who pre-
ferred animals to people.”

So far so good. 

But the more responsible sources will throw in a line or two—
in between rhapsodic accounts of her many lovers—
acknowledging that she “could be prickly, racist 
and overtly cruel” or that “she hated Jews, women, taxes, 
literary agents and her mother’s nursing-home bills,” etc.

Typically, Highsmith’s racism appears near a paragraph on the snails
she carried in her purse, as if a mere eccentricity, or near the one
on trying analysis to cure her of homosexuality, as if 
the product of unrelated suffering, or near the decline 
in her writing’s reception, as if the product of personal failure. 
Most acknowledge that she hated indiscriminately (and most evidence
of her anti-Semitism focuses on supporting the Intifada)
and all avoid the conclusion that, at least in terms of her feelings
re: animals and humans, Patricia Highsmith looks like a PETA model in 

trousers.  

Love of animals is dangerous.
The same feeling that makes it True and Right 

and the bodies or behaviors of racialized subjects (Ritvo 121-27; Pratt 208-
13).”

Ahuja furnishes examples:
“W.E.B. Du Bois denounces post-Reconstruction industrial schools 

—that failed to treat African Americans as “more than meat” (94), 
leaving them in a “terium quid” between human beings and cattle 
(89). 

Ngugi wa Thiong’o recounts that punishment in British schools for 
speaking Gikuyu included wearing a sign 

—declaring, “I AM A DONKEY” (“Language” 437). 
Frantz Fanon describes the rejection of animalization as a basis of 
national consciousness among colonized peoples 

—(who ironically declare their humanity with a “roar”) [ . . . ]”

The article focuses on the last example: putting on
an ironic “animal mask.”

Fanon: “For they know that they are not animals. And at the very 
moment when they discover their humanity, they begin to sharpen their 
weapons to secure its victory.” 

Subjects who escape racialization get to wear
a different animal mask: that of the empath. 

In understanding and feeling for animals’ perspective, for example, 
Patricia Highsmith’s stories of animal revenge 
might seem like an argument for rejection of animal cruelty 
as a path to rejecting human cruelty. 

Perhaps she preferred women to animals, though:
she describes how a “frosty blonde” in a mink coat, one  
who made her feel “swimmy in the head, near to fainting”
as “she slapped her gloves,” inspired The Price of Salt. 

~ ~
~ ~ ~
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also makes it a point of shared understanding with “bad” people, 
—people who happen to like animals and are bad 
—which happens often, let’s admit it. 

The fascists and the communists and the college friends and the friends 
from home alike all share cat memes.

I was asked to have lunch with a donor 
to the nature preserve where the baby goat lives. 

We ate Panera salads. He had been visiting this house, built in 1844, 
since he was young. He would sleep in a hammock 
that is no longer here, but “the marks of which can still be seen in the old tree.” 

No other talk, at this lunch, of scars, or trees, in this house in Kentucky 
from 1844.

I am good at this. 

I love listening almost as much as I love talking, which is to say, a lot, 
—it is easy for me to admire someone who can carry on a conversation, 
—who can narrate their life to a stranger simply because food has been 

put between them. 

I looked for a point of overlap. 

We found one in animals.  

“I’d rather photograph birds than shoot them, now 
. . . if my old hunting buddies could see me 
filling up the bird feeders each morning.”

He described many dogs, a parrot 
who has been with him for 25 years, able to imitate 

both his voice and his wife’s, a college snake, a crow, 
some squirrel friends, a baby raccoon: it was an impressive list. 
He choked up describing the recent death 
of a baby goat under a wooden structure 
they had added for the goats to play on. 

He was eager to tell me that 
many members of his family were vegan.

Love of animals led to other loves: 

How happy he is now that he does not work, 
how blessed he feels to be able to share his wealth, 
to support artists, to volunteer to assist a local photographer, to pay forward 
the generosity he received as a young man 
that he knows made his life possible, 
to understand what matters—as animals do.  

And yet. 

We talked then of schools: those we went to, how we felt about them. 

In the middle of trying to express 
something else, he complained 
that the schools in Louisville were “ruined by busing.” 

We argued, unclearly, briefly. 

He “corrected” himself. 

Then, he gave me a print of a photograph of an eagle 
—taken by an artist he’s financially supported. 
—This man and I grew up 
—just a few hours from each other, and 
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—had much in common. 
—The eagles, goats, and cats permitted us 
—to stay “in common.” 

“Each new day,” Davis’ The Cows begins

“when they come out from the far side of the barn, it is like the next act, 
or the start of an entirely new play.

They amble out from the far side of the barn with their rhythmic, grace-
ful walk, and it is an occasion, like the start of a parade.”

When I say that Davis’ cows are mysterious 
to me, and that, in another sense, the book feels religious, 

I am trying to talk about a combination of faith and doubt in her description. 

“It is like the next act;” every day of the cows’ walking turns life into a very 
long play. 

Maybe a new play has to start because they don’t come out altogether the 
way she expects: 

“Sometimes the second and third come out in stately procession after 
the first has stopped and stands still, staring.”

This is different play. The first cow 
seems to have become a protagonist. There is one cow 
who can be distinguished from “the cows,” which is the first step 
in a love letter, someone becoming specific 
who was once part of a generic group. 

“They come from behind the barn as though something is going to 
happen, and then nothing happens.”

Now I am no longer trying 
to find out how sure she is 
that this is “like” a play, nor am I worried 
about how many acts it has. 
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I want to watch the play. 

I certainly feel as though something is going to happen, 
even though she has told me it will not. 

“Or we pull back the curtain in the morning and they are already there, 
in the early sunlight.”

And now I learn that the play I have been looking forward to
—watching the cows come out, as they do each day, or at least twice, 

“from the far side of the barn,”
—might not happen every day after all. 

For a moment, I’m anxious. 

I know that I’ve left behind the goat 
to whom I would like to express my love. 

But then I reread Davis describing how the cows move: 

“They are motionless until they move again, one foot and then another.” 

It is easy to have a lot of confidence in this description. 

This is pretty true of cows. 

I think that, to write a love letter 
to the animal, perhaps you should try to describe it 
accurately. You still have to compare it to things, 
because comparison is a part of love, but the more literal 
the comparison, the more loving. 

I am going to call the speaker “Davis”—as a “metaphor.”

 
Davis also finds these cows mysterious. 

They move without her seeing them move. She is 

“surprised that the cows are so often visible, because the portion of the 
hedge over which I see them is only about three feet long, and even 
more puzzling, if I hold my arm straight out in front me, the field of my 
vision in which they are grazing is only the length of half of a finger.”

There are at least three fragments in this one quote 
that I have unconsciously plagiarized
in my own writing. This surprises me, as 

—this is the first time I am rereading The Cows in many years, 
—I am heartened, it suggests I am carrying this book around with me, 

and if it has the mysterious properties I believe it to have, I have been 
protected, 

—I have had recourse to the calmness of this description of cows as a 
way of thinking about or describing other things, 

—not only animals, also my non-animal feelings, if I have them, 
—my anger at my own body
—last night I dreamt that, after having been accidentally hired to model 

in some capacity with many beautiful and/or small women, I looked 
in the mirror to discover that in the process of gaining lots of weight, 
new giant red bands of stretch marks had formed across my back, 

—but it was too late to be upset, because I had already accepted the 
description of myself as beautiful before being presented with this 
contradictory evidence. 

—My dream remembered that I had read The Cows, and when it saw the 
fatness of my body in the mirror, it stepped back from interpreting it: 

“Yet she is getting bigger, so she must be coming this way,” I said to my 
own body.
—On the other hand, when men describe my body objectively, it is not 

calming. 
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—One, when I was 18, had never seen large stretchmarks before, I guess. 
He asked, 

—“Where did you get these tiger stripes?” 
—I was not relaxed by the comparison to cats. 
—Another, more recently, asked, “What are these bruises all over your 

legs?”
—“They are not bruises.”
—“What are they?”
—“They are just there, I can’t do anything about them.”
—“Are they the start of varicose veins?”
—“Yes,” I said, collapsing onto the bed in the lingerie I had hoped he’d 

find persuasive for a change in activity, but instead burying my face 
in the blanket,

—“I don’t know how I didn’t notice them before,” he offered,
—“Me either,” I muttered, extremely sad, because I imagined in three 

years he had registered and accepted these veins as, at best, having no 
negative effect on his desire, 

—and now, in my failure to change the activity, I had only evidence 
the noticing had offered a counterargument to the expensive, latticed, 
high-waisted underwear I was wearing, the pattern of which he pro-
ceeded to trace—“It’s almost a pentagram,” he said, 

—I fell completely apart in the face of what followed, more noticing of 
my body without desire as response to noticing, 

—we can do this to animals. But you can only “objectively” describe the 
body of a lover if you also intend to register desire, in your voice or 
movements, sometime soon.

For ten years, I have been trying to write a poem
that would be adequate to the love of animals.

At first, I wanted to write a poem that would be adequate to the way I felt
when I looked at the picture of the mouse with a human ear grafted onto 

its back; 

I thought the uselessness of this ear, 
which is just a burdensome, flightless wing, 
said something Important about people and/or listening. 

But it was not a poem about the mouse. 

—The mouse was asked to go to work to teach us about a non-mouse 
purpose, which is not like a love letter at all.

—“Darling, I can’t stop thinking of you, and it’s really helping me with 
the concept of codependence in this article I’m drafting,” we don’t 
write to each other. 

—Nor should we to animals.   

Even before that, 15 years ago, I tried to write a poem 

about the death of my dog, Jenny, but it was instead a poem 

whose true ambition was to demonstrate how mature I was

(though it ended with a scene where Jenny and I pee on the bathroom floor 
together);

Before that, 24 years ago, I tried to write a poem 

about the murder of some baby robins by a local blue jay. 

—I was trying to relate the concept of “being a predator” 
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—to the experience of “being a blue jay” 
—to determine whether a blue jay could be faulted

for this murder. 

My mom was helpful. 

—She explained that animals could not conceive of sin, aren’t responsible
—for being good the way people are, because our badness is the effect
—not of our actions, but of our knowledge of the idea of “bad.” 
—I came to the conclusion that, though I understood, 
—I still hated blue jays, and always would. 

Otherwise, though, her guidance helped: I forgave animals. 

But when my kitten died young, soon after, I would not forgive God. 

—He should, I insisted, have taken me, a sinner. 
—I lay prone on the floor, 10 years old, demanding the kitten’s life be 

returned in exchange for mine, 
—who knew, after all, enough about “badness” to pass judgment. 

“Animals are ‘inarticulate.’” 

This line is more specific: 
 
“They do not leave documents,”

Nigel Rothfels laments—

would-be animal historians
have no primary texts by animals, 
he says, to analyze. 

Of course, we believe some animals are articulate. 

I, an animal, am trying to tell you my feelings, 
although I could make an “inarticulate” attempt to do so. 

When we are sad, we are often inarticulate.

Koko the gorilla can give some account of herself. 

For example, she uses counterfactuals to tell jokes. 

This is just the kind of “lie” Kenneth Koch recommends
in teaching poetry to children. 

It works, especially if kids find out themselves: 

I asked some 4th graders to write a line like
“I wish I was a ___________ but I’m really a ___________”

and they started literally: 
I wish I was rich but I’m really a poor student.
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Quickly, they learned they could wish wilder:   
I wish I was a lion but I’m really a boy 

before the class “troublemaker” tried inversion:
I wish I was a boy but I’m really a giraffe 

liberating the class from any more sense-making. 

To make a counterfactual into a joke, 
the theory goes, you have to know enough 
about what the other expects to fuck with them:
Koko must be able to predict how others feel. 
This skill (making poems about wanting to be animals, 
making jokes, as an animal, about wanting to be understood
by human animals) reflects a growing “theory of mind.” 

More than her irony, though, Koko is known for her pets: 
she asked for a cat for Christmas in 1983, 
and the dick humans tried to pass off a “lifelike stuffed animal”
as the real thing, not with the generosity of a lie 
designed to make a friend laugh, but the condescension of a lie
you think you’ll get away with. 

She did not play with it and continued to sign “sad.” 

For her next birthday, the humans gave in—

she got to choose a kitten, a male

Manx whom she named “All Ball.” 

Unlike his stuffed replica, All Ball escaped 

and was hit by a car. All Ball died. 

They told Koko, and she understood. 

She tried to explain how she felt, signing, 

“Bad, sad, bad,” and “Frown, cry, frown, sad.” 

Patterson also reported later hearing Koko 

making a sound similar to human weeping. 

  


